Office of Information Practices’ Response to
the Civil Beat Law Center Report
February 8, 2017

The state Office of Information Practices (OIP) has reviewed the Civil Beat Law Center’s
attached report entitled “Breaking Down Hawaii’s Broken System for Resolving Public Access
Disputes” (Report).1 Based on OIP’s readily available data and the first-hand knowledge and
practical experience of its personnel whose work experience collectively covers OIP’s creation
by the Legislature and entire existence since 1988, OIP provides the following response.2
SUMMARY
OIP agrees with the Report’s finding that its staff attorneys are underpaid and
appreciates the support for OIP’s salary parity. However, OIP agrees with little else in the
report.
OIP disagrees with most of the remainder of the Report’s conclusions and
recommendations because they are based on inaccurate assumptions, metrics that excluded
a number of relevant factors, its writer’s particular perspective as an advocate and legal
advisor for a media outlet, and a lack of understanding of how and why OIP has actually
conducted its business over time.

1

For over a year, OIP provided information in response to numerous requests from the Report’s
author, Mr. R. Brian Black, for OIP’s records, but had no knowledge about the Report and was not
otherwise consulted in its preparation. OIP first learned of the Report on January 31, 2017. OIP
expressed its serious concerns about the Report’s methodology to Mr. Black on February 3, 2017, prior
to its publication.
2

OIP currently has five staff attorneys, and all work full-time except for one who works halftime. OIP’s longest-serving staff attorney, Lorna Aratani, had been the Committee Clerk to the House
Judiciary Committee during its consideration and ultimate adoption of the UIPA by the Hawaii State
Legislature in 1988, and was the first attorney hired by the first OIP Director in December 1988. Except
for five years from 1999 to 2004, Ms. Aratani has been employed by OIP for 22 years to date. OIP’s
second most senior staff attorney, Jennifer Brooks, has been employed by OIP for nearly 16 years, since
March 2001. OIP’s third most senior staff attorney, Carlotta Amerino, was first employed by OIP in
September 1996, left in 2004, and returned to OIP in October 2011, and has a total of 12 years of
experience at OIP. The two newest staff attorneys, Donald Amano and Liza Onuma, joined OIP in 2014.
OIP is fortunate to have such strong institutional memory and employees with actual knowledge of OIP’s
operations under all six Directors. The Director since April 2011 is Cheryl Kakazu Park, J.D., M.B.A.
To provide administrative support, OIP has one secretary, who has been with the office for
nearly 10 years; one administrative assistant, who has been with the office for 1.5 years; and one
Records Report Management Specialist, who has nearly 21 years of service with OIP.
1

To summarize its key points of disagreement, OIP contests the Report’s conclusion that
“OIP’s backlog is trending upward despite a downward trend in new filings.” As explained in
detail, infra, OIP’s data shows that its backlog correlates directly with the number of new
formal cases filed each year and has been ameliorated by OIP’s increasing productivity in
resolving more cases since FY 2013.
Second, the Report is highly critical of OIP’s “first in, first out” guideline that generally
gives preference to the resolution of older cases before newer cases. OIP believes that its “first
in, first out” guideline fairly allows those standing in line the longest to get their appeals
resolved first, while still allowing a few requesters to “cut in line” in matters of significant public
interest or other good cause.
Third, the Report recommends that the Attorney of the Day (AOD) service be suspended
while OIP focuses on resolving its backlog. OIP considers its popular AOD service to be its
“express line” to quickly and informally help the public with simple questions, help agencies
comply with the law, and prevent small issues from turning into bigger problems that would
otherwise further increase its backlog of formal cases.
And, although OIP’s decisions may disappoint people with differing perspectives, it is
unfair to question OIP’s neutrality on that basis. It is also unfair to look at only one of OIP’s
many duties and conclude that the public access system is “broken.” OIP hopes its response to
the Report (Response) will help the public and government agencies understand that OIP must
juggle many variables in its attempts to provide accurate and timely legal advice and decisions
to all who seek its services.
ANALYSIS
What OIP agrees with:
OIP agrees with the Report that its staff attorneys are underpaid and appreciates the
Report’s support for OIP’s salary parity. OIP also appreciates that the Report “is not a criticism
of the current OIP director” and seeks to “re-evaluate OIP’s institutional methods, not its
leadership.” 3 OIP further agrees with the Report that not all OIP administrations are
comparable as they have operated under different policies, legal requirements, and
circumstances. Finally, OIP agrees that “access delayed is access denied,” which is why it has
worked hard since 2011 to reduce the age of the oldest pending cases from 12 years to 2
years at the end of FY 2016, has resolved increasing numbers of formal cases since 2013, and
has prevented many actual and potential disputes from escalating to appeals through
increased training and faster, informal dispute prevention and resolution methods, such as
the AOD service.
3

Report page 6. Likewise, OIP’s disagreements with the Report should not be taken as a
personal attack upon its author, but viewed as a necessary response to inaccuracies that could mislead
the public and must be corrected for proper accountability.
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What OIP disagrees with:
OIP disagrees with the Report’s title and thesis that Hawaii’s public access dispute
resolution system is “broken.” Rather, OIP believes that the Report’s analysis is based on
flawed methodology, inaccurate assumptions, its particular perspective as an advocate for a
media outlet, 4 and a lack of understanding of how and why OIP has actually conducted its
business over time. Consequently, OIP cannot agree with many of the Report’s conclusions
and recommendations. 5
The Report views government agencies as its adversaries and makes unwarranted
attacks upon OIP’s impartiality. 6 OIP is the neutral and independent agency that is statutorily
mandated to administer and decide disputes Hawaii’s Uniform Information Practices Act
(Modified), chapter 92F, HRS (UIPA), or Sunshine Law, Part I of chapter 92, HRS, and all of
OIP’s employees are dedicated to performing their duties in a fair and impartial manner. In
addition, OIP’s Impartiality Policy, which is the first duty listed in OIP’s Internal Case
Management Policies (November 1, 2015), states in relevant part that “OIP shall act as an
4

In responding to this Report, OIP notes that Mr. Black is not a government auditor or similarly
neutral figure whose mission is to investigate agency operations and provide recommendations for
improvement from a neutral perspective. He instead represents the perspective of his primary client,
the online news service known as Civil Beat, which first published the Report. Thus, while OIP is always
interested in getting feedback from the public, the media, and government personnel about their
experiences with OIP and the laws it administers, OIP recognizes that those ideas and experiences will
not always point in the same direction since the general public, media outlets, and government agencies
have different interests and concerns.
5

To make OIP’s proceedings more adversarial would contradict the less formal dispute
resolution methods intended by the UIPA. HRS section 92F-42(1), which requires OIP to review and rule
on an agency’s denial or granting of access to records, directs that this review “shall not be a contested
case under chapter 91 [HRS].”
See, e.g., page 9, statements such as, “OIP improperly encourages agencies to disregard the
statutory duty to balance public and privacy interests” and “OIP’s Attorney of the Day service favors
government agencies[.]” Regarding the balance between public and privacy interests, OIP notes that
the UIPA requires that its policy of openness be “tempered by a recognition of the right of the people to
privacy, as reflected in . . . the constitution of the state of Hawaii.” In accordance with this statement of
policy, OIP advises agencies to avoid disclosing information that may fall under the UIPA’s privacy
exception before a proper legal analysis can be done, because once such information is disclosed, a
subsequent appeal cannot “unring the bell” or “undisclose” someone’s personal information. While Mr.
Black’s main client, Civil Beat, is naturally more concerned with the UIPA’s policy of conducting
government business as openly as possible, OIP’s advice must also consider the UIPA’s statutory
implementation of Hawaii’s constitutional privacy right. OIP does not doubt that Mr. Black’s client often
feels that this and other advice and decisions by OIP are biased toward government. OIP is likewise
aware that government agencies often feel that OIP’s advice and decisions are biased toward the public.
OIP considers this an expected result of its role as a neutral.
6
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impartial and neutral third party while exercising its statutorily authorized duties and
obligations.”
The Report’s faulty metrics:
OIP questions the validity of the Report, which is based its adversarial perspective and
uses flawed methodology and assumptions:
•

The Report’s “Average Days to Decision by Director,” calculated using only those
decisions opened and concluded within a single director’s term, intentionally did
nothing to control for the difference in term lengths across directors, and thus
measured the length of each listed director’s term as much as anything else. 7
This metric necessarily shows that longer terms results in longer average days
to decision. Perhaps to avoid highlighting this effect, the report excluded the
term of OIP’s last long-term director in listing directors’ terms for the purpose of
comparison.

•

Even if the report had corrected for differing term lengths by using a fixed length
of time (such as fiscal bienniums) that could be compared across different
directors, measuring time to decision for only the fraction of OIP’s caseload
opened and closed within a single two-year term would still be a flawed metric
to show the office’s actual productivity. Without also looking at what
percentage of cases filed in a term were actually resolved within that term (and
thus included in the average), not to mention the percentage of previously
pending cases resolved during the same period, it would do nothing to show the
office’s success in resolving its more complicated or difficult cases. By itself, such
a statistic would still fail to account for directors’ different priorities in resolving
backlogs. Essentially, the Report’s “Average Days to Decision by Director”
metric merely proves that it takes longer to get to newly filed cases when
older, more difficult cases have priority under a “first in, first out” policy.

7

Basing the “average of days to decision” on only those decisions opened and closed within a
single term will necessarily show a shorter average for a shorter term. For instance, for a two-year term,
all the cases taking two years or more to resolve will be excluded, and even most of the cases taking a
year and a half will be excluded from the average because they opened or closed outside the term. By
contrast, for a six-year term, most of the cases taking a year and a half or two years to resolve would be
counted into the average, as well as about half the three year resolutions, and so on, resulting in a
longer average length simply from not excluding all of the longer-to-resolve cases. This mathematical
flaw could have been corrected by looking at the average days to decision over time periods of equal
length, for instance, cases opened and closed within a single fiscal biennium, which could still be
correlated to who was director at the time.
4

•

The Report’s chosen metric penalizes OIP’s current “first in, first out” guideline,
which gives priority to resolving older cases over newly filed ones while still
allowing for the expedited resolution of newer cases that involve matters of
significant public importance or for other good cause. Indeed, the Report’s
metric appears designed to encourage getting easy decisions turned out
quickly, while ignoring the backlog of cases from preceding directors’ terms
and leaving difficult-to-resolve cases for a future director, as such an approach
would result in a lower average number of days to decision under the chosen
methodology. This approach however, unfairly penalizes requesters and
agencies involved in complex cases by making them wait even longer while
“easy” cases are disposed of.

•

The Report’s “Average Decisions per Year by Director” is misleading because,
as with the “Average Days to Decision,” it also excludes the results of a longterm OIP director and is based on the flawed assumptions that all decisions
throughout the years were written in the same manner and had the same legal
effect. To the contrary, there have been important changes in the law and the
adoption of new rules, which have substantially changed the legal effect and
writing of OIP’s formal and informal opinions since 2012. (See discussion
starting on page 7, infra).

•

By looking only at what it defined on page 3 as “major matters,” 8 the Report
failed to consider the other informal ways that OIP has been able to resolve
disputes and prevent appeals from even being filed and added to OIP’s
backlog. OIP considers its Attorney of the Day (AOD) service and the resolution
of Requests for Assistances (RFA) and Correspondence (CORR) 9 to be critical
means of providing timely responses to the general public and government
agencies and they often prevent small problems from turning into bigger
disputes and more time-consuming Appeals, but the Report excluded these
cases from its definition of “major matters.”

8

The Report referred to “major matters” as OIP cases coded as Requests for Opinions (RFO),
UIPA Appeals (Appeals), and Sunshine Law Investigations (INVES). The code “INVES” is no longer used
by OIP. Requests for Sunshine Law decisions are coded “S APPEAL.”
9

This category includes advisory letters that under prior directors would often have been
categorized as an opinion.
5

While OIP agrees that the number of pending formal cases 10 has grown over time, the
Report ignores significant underlying factors contributing to OIP’s current backlog, such as:
•

•
•

•

•
•

the number and difficulty of the old cases pending in 2011, which OIP has since
been working to resolve so that people do not have to wait 12 years for case
resolution;
the lower priority that previous directors may have placed upon resolving
older, more difficult cases in favor of newly filed cases; 11
other variables affecting why cases opened prior to a director’s term continued
to languish, such as a statutorily imposed reduction in force in 1998, and
mandated furloughs between October 2009 and June 2011;
the impact of key 2012 legislation and OIP’s new appeals rules to give OIP’s
current opinions legally binding effect but also to provide an avenue for judicial
review, and the resulting need for both formal and informal opinions to speak
for themselves in the event of judicial review;
the impact of OIP’s many other statutorily mandated duties upon OIP’s
workload and time to resolve disputes; and
the 39% increase in formal cases filed since 2011. 12

OIP’s “first in, first out” guideline:
To help staff attorneys prioritize, multi-task, and manage their heavy caseloads, OIP has
internal guidelines13 applicable to formal cases, so that newly filed cases are promptly
processed and resolved if possible. The ”first in, first out” guideline states that “[i]f all
responses and information have been received from the parties and the case is ready to be
worked on, then attorneys should endeavor to complete older cases before newer cases.” 14
10

OIP defines formal cases as files coded as being Appeals, RFO, RFA, CORR, UIPA, and RECON.
See discussion of OIP’s data, starting at page 12 infra.
11

Other directors were faced with different circumstances, had different case management
priorities, and did not always have written internal guidelines. For example, OIP’s first director had to
get all aspects of the office up and running; the second director devoted significant time to the
statutorily mandated adoption of OIP administrative rules; OIP was also a party to the so-called
“SHOPO” litigation under the first two directors; and the third director “embarked on an aggressive
effort to significantly reduce the number of pending matters.” OIP Annual Report 2003, page 5. OIP’s
Annual Reports are available on the Reports page of OIP’s website at http://oip.hawaii.gov/reports/.
12

13

See Charts and discussion, infra.
OIP’s Internal Case Management Polices (November 1, 2015).

14

This guideline is identical to one found in OIP’s earlier version of its Internal Case
(continued on next page)
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The guidelines allow a newer case to be taken out of order if there is “an important impending
deadline affecting the agency involved, OIP, or a significant number of members of the public,”
the cases has “widespread and significant impact on the agency, public, or OIP,” or for other
good cause.
A primary reason for adoption of these guidelines is because when Park became
director in 2011, there were cases pending since 1999 that had languished and remained
unresolved, typically because they were the most difficult, time consuming cases. Access
delayed is access denied, so by instituting the “first in, first out” guideline giving priority to
the oldest cases whenever practicable, the parties who had waited the longest were finally
able to get resolution of their disputes. Since 2011, OIP has reduced the age of its backlogged
cases from 12 years to 2 years.
At the same time, however, the case management guidelines encourage attorneys to
process newer cases in a timely manner and resolve them if possible. Thus, in FY 2016, nearly
77% of the formal cases filed that year were resolved that same year. All of the informal AOD
inquiries, which are subject to a different case management policy, are responded to typically
within 24 hours.
The Report’s metrics penalized directors who followed the “first in, first out”
preference for resolving the oldest cases in the backlog first. The Report contends that since
OIP’s internal case management policies are not published in its administrative rules, people do
not know the standards to meet for expedited review and that “the Law Center is not aware of
any appeals where OIP has provided expedited review.” The lack of published rules for OIP’s
internal management procedures, however, has not stopped people from requesting
expedited review, which OIP has granted on multiple occasions when warranted. 15 But as
(continued from prior page)
Management Policies effective August 1, 2012, which was provided to Mr. Black in response to his
record request of August 19, 2016, for the “document sufficient to identify when OIP instituted its policy
to generally handle substantive matters (e.g., appeals, requests for opinion) on a first come, first served
basis. I am not concerned about the type of the document; I am just interested in finding out when that
policy started.”
15

Examples where OIP has expedited review are as follows:

U Memo 12-3: concluding that the Mayor’s Public Schedule is a public record disclosable under
the UIPA.
S MEMO 13-1: concluding that the newly created Hawaii Health Connector is not a state agency
subject to the Sunshine Law and the UIPA.
(continued on next page)
7

CBLC is aware, OIP denied the persistent requests of a Civil Beat contributor to move up his
appeal before the pending case of a member of a competing news organization and other
requesters because OIP did not agree that his case warranted expedited review. OIP believes
that most people will agree with it that “cutting in line” is not fair.
Why OIP’s opinions are different now:
Prior to 2012, OIP did not have rules governing appeals to it when agencies denied
record requests. OIP gingerly sidestepped its lack of rules by considering its opinions to be
merely “advisory” to avoid being challenged by agencies on the basis that they had not been
issued under duly adopted rules. For 16 years, no agency judicially challenged OIP’s opinions as
the UIPA provided no right for agencies to appeal them to the courts. 16 But following a more
(continued from prior page)
U Memo 13-3: concluding that the Fact Finders’ Report produced for the UH regarding a
canceled concert deal was excessively redacted under Part II of the UIPA.
OIP Op. Ltr. No. 14-02: concluding that a Sunshine Law Board’s minutes must include a
summary of oral, but not written, testimony.
S Memo 14-6: concluding that the Board of Land and Natural Resources violated the Sunshine
Law by having a briefing at which public testimony was not accepted.
S Memo 14-7: consolidating four similar requests from media and legislative requesters to
conclude that the UH Board of Regents did not violate the Sunshine Law when it discussed, in an
executive meeting, the future of the outgoing UH President and that the meeting agenda was
sufficiently descriptive to meet the Sunshine Law’s notice requirement.
S Memo 15-1: interpreting a newly enacted amendment to the Sunshine Law’s agenda
requirements when proposed administrative rules are listed on the Lt. Governor’s website.
OIP Op. Ltr. No. F15-02: consolidating seven appeals and concluding that OHA trustees had
violated the Sunshine Law by impermissibly engaging in serial communications before jointly
signing a letter rescinding one that had been sent by its Executive Director, and by refusing to
hear public testimony on a matter that was to be discussed in an executive session closed to the
public.
Additionally, matters are sometimes expedited and closed without an opinion, as in U Appeal
16-05, which was closed in two months because the agency voluntarily disclosed an investigative report
after receiving OIP’s help in redacting personal information protected under Part III of the UIPA.
16

The first court case against OIP was a declaratory judgment action in Olelo: The Corp. for
Comm’ty Tel. v. Office of Info. Practices, 116 Haw. 337, 173 P.3d 484 (Haw. 2007) (Olelo), to determine
the threshold issue of whether a public broadcasting station was an “agency” subject to the UIPA. OIP
agreed that such an action was not barred by the UIPA because it concerned a threshold issue, and the
Supreme Court ultimately held that Olelo was not an “agency” under the UIPA.
8

aggressive posture by OIP, the County of Kauai challenged an OIP decision in 2005, contending
that the Sunshine Law gave it a right to appeal an OIP advice letter. The Hawaii Intermediate
Court of Appeals agreed and in a 2009 opinion 17 recognized the right of government agencies
to judicially challenge OIP’s decisions by suing OIP.
During the 2012 legislative session,18 OIP successfully proposed and obtained statutory
changes, which granted agencies a strictly limited right to judicially appeal in exchange for a
high standard of judicial review that gave deference to OIP’s decisions regarding the UIPA and
Sunshine Law. 19 By the end of the year, OIP drafted, held a public hearing, and adopted
administrative rules governing appeals to OIP from denials of record requests by agencies.20
With the new law and rules in place, OIP changed how it writes its opinions. While the
Report criticizes OIP’s current informal decisions as being “unnecessarily long” and
recommends that they be resolved “with the bare minimum analysis” (see Report at page 13),
it fails to grasp that informal decisions are subject to judicial review like formal decisions 21 and
that all decisions must speak for themselves without the need for OIP to intervene and explain
them in potential appeals to the court (which would further increase the backlog).

17

Cnty. Of Kaua’i v. Office of Info. Practices, 120 Haw. 34, 200 P.3d 403 (App. 2009), aff’d, No.
29059, 2009 Haw. LEXIS 264 (Oct. 26, 2009).
18

While 2012 was a particularly busy legislative session, time is necessarily taken away from
OIP’s formal cases during every session. Even if OIP has not proposed legislation, there are always bills
that warrant OIP testimony.
19

Act 176, Session Laws of Hawaii 2012. For a detailed description of the law and OIP’s
administrative rules that were adopted in 2012, see the law review article by Cheryl Kakazu Park and
Jennifer Z. Brooks, 2013 Law and Administrative Rules Governing Appeal Procedures of Hawaii’s Office
of Information Practices, 36 Univ. of Hawai’i Law Review 271 (Winter 2014), which is available on the
UIPA training page of OIP’s website at oip.hawaii.gov or with this link: http://oip.hawaii.gov/wpcontent/uploads/2014/04/Park-Brooks-law-review-article-winter-2014.pdf. Note that the only other
time that OIP adopted administrative rules was in 1999 during Director Gray’s term.
20

OIP’s appeal rules can be found on OIP’s Rules page of its website at
http://files.hawaii.gov/oip/FILED%20Appeals%20Rules%20HAR_Chapter%202-73.pdf.
21

OIP’s formal and informal opinions are provided to the parties and can be challenged in the
circuit court by the agencies within 30 days of the decision. HRS § 92F-43; H.A.R. § 2-73-30. OIP’s
formal opinions are usually reserved for cases involving novel or controversial legal issues or those
requiring complex legal analysis, and they can be cited as legal precedent, so the full text of formal
opinions are posted on OIP’s website. OIP’s informal opinions only apply to the parties in that particular
case and can cite to prior precedents established in formal opinions. Because informal opinions have no
precedential value, only their case summaries, not the full text, are posted on OIP’s website. Upon
request, however, OIP will provide a copy of the full text of an informal opinion.
9

In addition, there are times when the public or an agency asks OIP for a legal opinion
that cannot be written as a formal opinion because it does not meet the criteria in section 2-7311, H.A.R. Such requests are opened with the RFO code and must be responded to in an
informal opinion, and, at times, require lengthy legal analysis.
The Report’s criticism of the opinion process also dismisses the parties’ desire to
understand the factual findings and legal reasoning behind OIP’s decisions, especially if they
have patiently waited a long time for such resolution. There is a strong public benefit to having
OIP, as the agency responsible for administering the UIPA and Sunshine Law, consistently
interpret these laws and provide well-reasoned opinions that will not only withstand judicial
scrutiny, but will typically discourage parties from appealing them to the courts and adding to
the Judiciary’s own substantial backlog of cases.
It takes time to write opinions to resolve appeals. OIP must gather the facts and
opposing parties’ positions; do legal research; analyze the statutes, case law, and OIP’s prior
precedents; and write and go through multiple internal reviews before issuing legal decisions
that can withstand judicial scrutiny. Unsurprisingly, taking the time to write good decisions will
lower the average number of decisions issued.
Moreover, as will be explained in the next section, by excluding RFA and CORR cases,
the Report’s metrics also excluded what would have been considered “opinions” under prior
directors.
Ways that disputes may be resolved without opinions:
While the Report criticizes OIP for a growing backlog, it does not consider how OIP’s
informal resolution of disputes without formal or informal opinions helps to keep the backlog
from growing. First, the Report made presumptions about “administrative closures” of cases
based on Mr. Black’s review of OIP records for files closed without issuance of opinions, but the
Report failed to consider the amount of effort that OIP staff may have put in to mediate the
issues that is not reflected in the documents in the files.
In addition, where an agency has not responded to a UIPA request for records, OIP will
open an RFA (request for assistance) file. If the agency responds with a redacted record or
denial, then the matter may proceed to an Appeal if the requester desires, but few RFAs turn
into Appeals. Even then, many Appeals are resolved without opinions, because of OIP’s
informal mediation and the subsequent voluntary cooperation of agencies. So, while the
documents may show that an appeal was dismissed because the requester asked that the
appeal be closed, or because the requester “abandoned” the appeal, in some cases the
requester genuinely no longer needs or wants an opinion because, through discussions with
OIP, the agency supplemented or even changed its initial position denying access and provided
records to the requester.

10

OIP frequently receives inquiries for which simple correspondence will suffice, so it will
open a CORR file. On occasion, OIP is able with a CORR to resolve matters that would otherwise
have escalated to an Appeal or RFO. Rather than waiting for an opinion, an agency or requester
may be satisfied with a shorter, more general analysis presented on OIP’s letterhead, which is
normally coded as a CORR file. Notably, such letters could, in the past, have been considered
opinions; however, in recognition of the desirability of resolving matters quickly and less
formally when appropriate, OIP now classifies those as correspondence.
An example of such correspondence with shorter analysis was provided to CBLC. 22 CBLC
was informed of requesters’ option to receive correspondence without legal analysis.
Nevertheless, in criticizing OIP’s informal opinions as being “unnecessarily long” and
recommending that OIP provide decisions with the “bare minimum analysis” on page 13, the
Report failed to inform readers of OIP’s current practice of providing such advice through
correspondence and did not include those decisions in the Report’s measurement of decisions
issued since FY 2012.
Why OIP’s AOD service is important:
Again, rather than adding to the number of appeals that require opinions and thereby
adding to the backlog, OIP tries hard to resolve disputes early and prevent or correct violations
informally through its Attorney of the Day (AOD) service. Like the “express line” at a
supermarket, the AOD service allows people to quickly get answers to their questions without
having to wait in the longer lines for formal cases. The vast majority of all inquiries to OIP come
in through this service, which allows anyone to receive general, nonbinding advice from an OIP
staff attorney usually within 24 hours. Through AOD calls, OIP is often alerted to trends and
problems, and can provide informal advice to prevent or correct them. The AOD service is also
a free and quick way for members of the public to get the advice that they need on UIPA record
requests or Sunshine Law questions, without having to engage their own lawyers. Examples of
AOD inquiries and OIP’s informal responses are provided each year in OIP’s Annual Report. 23
The Report, however, recommends that OIP suspends this service to concentrate on
reducing its Appeal backlog. The Report claims that “OIP’s Attorney of the Day service favors
government agencies, creating more disputes about public records and distracting from OIP’s

22

In response to Mr. Black’s record request, on April 12, 2016, OIP provided a copy of a June
30, 2015 letter from OIP to the City and County of Honolulu’s Ethics Director answering his questions
concerning e-mails sent on Commission members’ personal e-mail accounts that were not maintained
by the Commission itself.
23

AOD examples from the FY 2016 report can be found at pages 36 to 39 at
https://oip.hawaii.gov/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/ANNUAL-REPORT-2016-pdf-accessible.pdf.
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primary function to resolve disputes.” 24 It goes on to falsely allege that the AOD service “has
evolved into a means for government agencies – and only agencies – to obtain expedited legal
advice regarding public record disputes. . . . That is the job of the attorney general or respective
corporation counsel.” 25
As shown in Chart 1 below, in FY 2016, OIP responded to 964 AOD inquiries, typically
within the same day when the inquiry was received. Seventy percent (675) of the inquiries
came from government agencies seeking guidance on how to comply with the UIPA and
Sunshine Law. Thirty percent (289) of AOD inquiries came from members of the public,
including 211 private individuals and 42 news media representatives. Clearly, therefore, it is
not only agencies that seek OIP’s expedited AOD advice. And even if only one out of five of
those AOD inquiries was submitted to OIP as a formal inquiry if the AOD service was suspended,
that would still represent nearly two hundred cases and would approximately double the
number of new formal cases coming in to OIP every year.
CHART 1

New Requests for Services (AODs & Formal Cases)
Received Each Fiscal Year*
FY 2012 - FY 2016
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24

Report page 10. OIP objects to this and other unwarranted attacks upon OIP’s impartiality
and neutrality found throughout the Report.
25

Report page 10 (footnote omitted, italics in original).
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The Report failed to take into account that private individuals, news media
representatives, businesses, public interest groups, and the other nongovernmental persons
who use the AOD service do not have access to advice from the Attorney General’s or
Corporation Counsels’ offices, so OIP’s attorneys help to level the playing field by providing
free advice to the general public. Private individuals often call OIP needing basic advice on
how to obtain government records and what to do if their request has been denied, or to check
whether something a board did was likely allowed by the Sunshine Law, while media
representatives often ask more nuanced questions concerning current news events.
Government employees often have easier access to OIP’s Attorney of the Day than to the
single government attorney who may be assigned to cover multiple agencies or boards, so they
routinely use the AOD service to help them comply with the laws, such as how to prepare a
Sunshine Law meeting agenda. Even when they are attorneys themselves (government or
private), they may not be experts in UIPA and Sunshine Law matters or may be trying to
resolve conflicting views within their own agencies and thus rely on OIP’s attorneys to advise
them and provide uniform and consistent advice from OIP, the neutral agency administering
both laws.
The AOD service helps OIP prevent or quickly correct violations. Through AOD
inquiries, OIP is frequently alerted to inadequate Sunshine Law notices and has advised boards
to cancel improperly noticed meetings as well as on how to prepare a sufficiently descriptive
agenda. OIP has even had boards calling during their meetings for advice, such as whether they
can conduct a closed executive session. AOD callers may also seek UIPA-related advice.
Because of the AOD service, OIP has been able to quickly and informally inform people of
their rights and responsibilities, avert or resolve disputes, and avoid having small issues
escalate to appeals. It would be folly for OIP to suspend its AOD service and leave people
without anywhere to go for free and quick advice.
What OIP’s data shows:
The Report points out that “access delayed is access denied,” but it failed to
acknowledge that since 2011, OIP has reduced the age of its pending cases from 12 years to 2
years. In FY 2011, OIP still had a case that had been filed in 1999; by the end of FY 2016, the
oldest cases were filed in FY 2014. OIP’s goal is to resolve all formal cases within 12 months of
filing. 26
Again, because OIP agrees with the Report that not all OIP administrations are
comparable as they have operated under different policies, legal requirements, circumstances,
See OIP’s Annual Report 2016, Year 5 Action Plan, at page 13. The caveat to this goal is that
the cases are in litigation (over which OIP has no control) or filed by requesters who have had two or
more cases resolved by OIP in the preceding 12 months (in order to fairly serve all persons, and not just
repeat requesters).
26
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and for different lengths of time, OIP will not divert resources from its backlog reduction goals
in order to study past directors’ results. OIP has tracked its case management progress by
simply measuring formal case resolution since 2011. 27 Chart 2 (on the next page) shows how
many of these types of cases are newly filed with OIP each year, as well as how many are
carried over from prior years as pending cases, i.e., backlog. As shown, in FY 2011, OIP started
with a backlog of 84 cases, and 135 new formal cases were filed. OIP ended FY 2011 with 78
outstanding cases that were carried over to FY 2012, and 177 new formal cases were resolved
in FY 2012. The numbers of new formal cases increased an average of 20% each year from FY
2013 through FY 2015, until they finally decreased 15% in FY 2016.
OIP had 7.5 FTE authorized positions in FY 2012 and 2013, and did not get an additional
attorney position until FY 2014. In the meantime, given the increasing numbers of new cases
that were filed, the backlog grew each year until FY 2016, when it dropped to 104 cases
outstanding at the end of the year. This 41% decrease in the backlog was directly related to
the 15% drop in new cases, as well as OIP’s increased productivity, as demonstrated in Chart
2.
The number of new formal cases filed each year is plotted in the chart as a blue dotted
line, and shows the increasing numbers of new cases filed from FY 2012 through FY 2015, with
a sharp decline in FY 2016. The green solid line shows the number of cases resolved by OIP
each year, and shows a steady increase since FY 2013. The red dashed line at the bottom of
the graph shows the number of outstanding cases that are pending at the end of each fiscal
year (i.e., the backlog) and largely tracks to the blue dotted line’s number of new cases filed
each year, with the gap between the blue and red lines growing larger (i.e., backlog getting
smaller) due to the green line’s increases in productivity. The gap between the blue and red
lines is the largest during FY 2015-16 when OIP achieved a 41% decrease in its backlog, thanks
to the lower number of new cases filed that year as well as OIP’s increased productivity in
resolving more cases, whether new or old. 28

27

This analysis excludes OIP’s other duties, which include training, rulemaking, monitoring
legislation and lawsuits, and special projects.
28

Unfortunately, OIP anticipates that its backlog will substantially increase this year due to the
more than 60% increase in new formal cases filed to date. From July 2016 through January 2017, OIP
has opened 185 new formal cases, as compared to only 113 new cases over the same months in the last
fiscal year.
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CHART 2

Formal Cases: New, Closed, & Outstanding
FY 2011 - FY 2016
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Contrary to the Report’s claim on page 6 that “OIP’s backlog is trending upward
despite a downward trend in new filings,” this chart shows that OIP’s backlog is the direct
result of the increasing number of new cases filed each year, and has been ameliorated by
OIP’s increasing productivity. But rather than giving credit to OIP for its increased productivity
or recommending additional personnel to help with its increasing caseload, the Report
recommends that OIP eliminate its AOD service, which would result in increased numbers of
new formal cases requiring more time and effort on OIP’s part to resolve, thereby further
increasing the backlog.
OIP’s other duties:
The Report narrowly focuses on OIP’s duty to “review and rule on an agency denial of
access to information or records, or an agency’s granting of records” (page 2) under the UIPA.
Yet, training, rulemaking, legislation, litigation monitoring, reporting, maintaining the Records
15

Report Management System, implementing the state’s Open Data policy - all of these duties
take attorney time away from case resolution, but are statutorily mandated and are in
addition to OIP’s general administrative and dispute resolution responsibilities. Although
OIP’s efforts in these areas, particularly training, also help to avert disputes, the Report totally
dismisses them.
The Report totally dismisses OIP’s important role in preventing violations and appeals
from arising in the first place by proactively training and advising (1) agencies on how to comply
with the law 29 and (2) the general public about their rights and responsibilities. 30 The Report
says nothing of OIP’s duties to maintain the Records Report System (HRS § 92F-18(b)), or its
administrative duties, which include rules, annual reports, and recommendations for
legislative changes. (HRS § 92F-42(7), -(12) to -(15), -(17)). And, because plaintiffs are required
to notify OIP when filing a civil action relating to the UIPA (HRS § 92F-15.3), OIP monitors UIPA
litigation as well as Sunshine Law cases, and is currently monitoring 36 cases in which the UIPA
or Sunshine Law is in dispute.
In addition to these duties under the UIPA and Sunshine Law, OIP is statutorily charged
with assisting the Office of Enterprise Technology with implementing the state’s Open Data
policy, which is found at HRS section 27-44. OIP is also a member of the Access Hawaii
Committee. (See HRS § 92G-3.) To promote open data and agency compliance with the UIPA,
OIP created the UIPA Record Request Log in 2012. 31 The Log provides OIP and the public with

29

HRS section 92F-42(2) states that OIP, “[u]pon request by an agency, shall provide and make
public advisory guidelines, opinions, or other information concerning that agency’s functions and
responsibilities[.]” Additionally, HRS section 92F-42(10) states that OIP “[s]hall assist agencies in
complying with the provisions of this chapter[.]”
30

HRS section 92F-42(3) states that OIP, “[u]pon request by any person, may provide advisory
opinions or other information regarding that person’s rights and functions and responsibilities of
agencies under this chapter[.]” Moreover, HRS section 92F-42(11) states that OIP
[s]hall inform the public of the following rights of the individual and the procedures for
exercising them:
(A) The right of access to records pertaining to the individual;
(B) The right to obtain a copy of records pertaining to the individual;
(C) The right to know the purposes for which records pertaining to the individual are kept;
(D) The right to be informed of the uses and disclosures of records pertaining to the individual;
(E) The right to correct or amend records pertaining to the individual; and
(F) The individual’s right to place a statement in a record pertaining to that individual[.]
31

Besides the Log form, OIP developed detailed instructions and training materials to educate
agency personnel on how to timely and properly fulfill UIPA record requests by entering the Log data.
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easily accessible information and accountability as to how many UIPA record requests are being
made, how they are being resolved, how long they take to be completed, and how much they
are costing the government and requesters. OIP prepares annual reports summarizing the Log
data received from all state and county agencies. 32 OIP plans to use the Log’s empirical data
to develop new personal records rules and update its rules for processing government record
requests, which were adopted in 1999.
OIP relies heavily upon its website to efficiently provide free and ready access to its
laws, rules, opinions, reports, training materials, forms, and other communications. In FY 2013,
OIP updated its website and has subsequently been posting materials that are accessible for
disabled individuals. Since 2011, OIP has developed extensive new online training materials
to educate not only the agencies in their responsibilities, but also the general public as to
their rights. OIP has also developed continuing legal education programs aimed at educating
the government attorneys, so that they can properly advise their government clients on how to
comply with the UIPA and Sunshine Law.
Now, during the legislative session, OIP is extremely busy reviewing, monitoring, and
testifying on bills that relate to the UIPA or Sunshine Law. So far this session, OIP has
identified 101 bills that it will be following, and has already presented testimony on many of
them.
Effective July 1, 2016, OIP completed the yearlong process to effect its administrative
transfer from the Office of the Lt. Governor to the Department of Accounting and General
Services (DAGS). OIP is still integrating DAGS’ policies and procedures, and has been developing
its own new Record Retention Policy.
How many total employees does OIP have?
OIP has a total of only nine employees 33 to fulfill all these duties and to provide
uniform and consistent advice under the UIPA and Sunshine Law to the general public and to

These materials can be found on the UIPA training page of OIP’s website at http://oip.hawaii.gov/lawsrules-opinions/uipa/uipa-record-request-log/.
32

OIP’s reports can be found on the Reports page of OIP’s website at
http://oip.hawaii.gov/uipa-record-request-log-reports/. OIP is currently in the process of preparing its
state and county reports for Log results from FY 2016.
33

OIP is authorized 8.5 full-time equivalent (FTE) positions, consisting of one Director, five
Attorneys, one Secretary, one Administrative Assistant, and one Records Report Management Specialist.
Because one of its five attorneys works half-time, it actually operates with 8.0 FTE positions.
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the employees of 271 34 state, county, and independent agencies and boards of the Executive,
Legislative, and Judicial branches of government.
In closing, OIP’s Director would like to express her sincere appreciation for the
expertise and experience of her staff, who provide OIP with 29 years of invaluable
institutional memory, and to thank them for their hard work and dedication in fairly,
reasonably, and neutrally undertaking all the duties necessary to administer the UIPA and
Sunshine Law in a manner that promotes the public’s interest in government transparency
while protecting the individual’s privacy interest.

34

This number is based on the number of agencies that submitted UIPA Record Request Logs to
OIP in FY 2016.
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Breaking Down Hawaii’s
Broken System for Resolving
Public Access Disputes
In August 2013, the Civil Beat Law Center for the Public Interest was created
with the primary mission to advocate for open government in Hawai’i. As
part of that mission, the Law Center proactively evaluates how the public
obtains access to government records, Sunshine meetings, and courtrooms
in the State. For areas of concern, the Law Center seeks collaborative
solutions with government officials whenever possible. This report explores
one area of concern: the backlog of matters at the Stare of Hawai’i Office of
Information Practices (OW) that delays resolution of public access disputes
for 1—2 years)
OIP enforces the State public records and open meetings laws.2 Community
frustration with OIP was one factor that contributed to the Law Center’s
formation. Media outlets thought OlP did not provide sufficient guidance and
took too long to decide issues, creating rather than removing obstacles to public
access. The Law Center began to study the issue, but the most glaring
difficulty contributing to delays was OIP’s limited budget.

Over time, as the Law Center increased its contact with the community,
members of the public expressed more frustration concerning the delays
at OIP. Some expressed the view that the delays had gotten worse over the
last 10 years. A common criticism was that agencies used the OIP backlog
to delay access for at least a year or more without any penalty. Members
of the public without the resources to litigate were at the mercy of these
delay tactics.
S.
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Oil’s oldest turrently pending dispute awaiting
September 2013.
css to State and county public records is
governed hr the Un I fonn In II,rIn 1mm Practices
Act (SIodted), Hawaii Revised St.tutcs
(FIRS) ch. 92F UII’A). Open meetings Iii State
and county hoards and commissions are
governed by the Suimsimine Law, [IRS ch. 92.
resolution is [toni
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This anecdotal frustration led the Law Center to explore Summary of Recommendations
whether the time to decision at OIP has increased notice
ably, causing more complaints. In 2016, the Law Center • Increased funding for staff attorneys. To attract and
retain quality lawyers, OIP needs additional budget
requested, and OIP provided, OIP’s database for tracking
support. (Recommendation I)
assigned external matters. The database included all OIP
matters from its creation in 1988 to present.
• ProvIde requesters more Information about denials and
appeals. If requesters understand why information is
Over the last year, the Law Center has examined the data
withheld,
disputes will be eliminated or at least more
and found some merit to the concerns about increasing
focused,
simplifying
OIP’s decision-making process.
delays at OIP. The Law Center found that, examining the
(Recuniniendations 2 & 7)
OIP administrations over the last 10 years, the average
rime to decision for major matters has almost quintupled. • Remain neutral. OIP procedures and informal guidance
The number of matters decided per year has dropped to
favor government agencies, encouraging agencies to
its lowest Level since the creation of the Office, leading
resist disclosure more frequently. (Reconznzendations
to a measurable increase in_OW’s backlog of pending 3, 4, & 5)
matters.
• Actively control workflow to prioritize appeals. OIP
The Hawai’i Legislature created OIP “to provide a place
should enforce deadlines for submission of position
where the public can get assistance on records questions
statements, analyze appeals early, and aim to resolve
at no cost and within a reasonable amount of time.” disputes within 6 months of full briefing. Non-essential
Conf. Comm. Rep. No. 112-88, in 1988 House Journal
OIP services should be minimized if there is a significant
at 818. “The Office, therefore, will become an optional
backlog. (Recommendations 6, 7, 8, & 9)
avenue of recourse which will increasingly prove its value
to the citizens of this State as the law is implemented.”
Id. at 819. OIP’s primary mission is to “review and rule
on an agency denial of access to information or records,
or an agency’s granting of access.” HRS § 92F-42(1).
Based on the findings from OIP’s data, the Law Center
offers recommendations to achieve the Legislature’s
intent that OIP provide a place for the public to receive
timely resolution of public access disputes. Although it
is impossible to identify a single cause for the delays in
OIP’s resolution of public access disputes, the Law Center
has observed potential contributing factors. The same
guiding principle motivates all these recommendations:
Access delayed is access denied.

The Hawaii Supreme Court has held: ‘We interpret denial of
access’. .to include nor only denials, hut any agency response thu has
the net effect.. significantly to impair the requesters ability to nl’tain
the records or significintis- to increase the amt,unt of rime he br shel
must wait to i,htain rhem. State of I-lavai’i Orianii’arii,i, of Pt,lice
Officers v. Soc’y tif Pro1’ ftiurnalisrs—Univ. of Hawaii, 83 Hawaii
378, 392-93. 92 P.2d 386, 400-01(1996).
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Source: Dataset of OIP matters (excluding internal OIP assignments) from
1988 to 2017 obtained through a UIPA request on January 21, 2016, with
additional information requested on August 5 and 19 and an update
requested on December 29, 2016.
Methodology: OIP has used various codes over the years to identify the
matters that it handles. Several categories of matters concern issues outside
OIP’s control (e.g., legislation or litigation monitoring) and other categories
are short-term assignments not intended to resolve substantive access disputes
(e.g., training or admin). The analysis thus focused on the assignments
expected to require substantive legal review—requests for opinion.
The specific codes used for identifying requests for opinion were variations
of the following root codes: RFO, Appeal, and Inves. This analysis does not
include requests for assistance (RFA)—which merely involve OIP asking an
agency to respond to a requester who “has received no response or a response
that is incomplete under the standards set by chapter 2-71, HAR.”4 OIP
Internal Management of Cases at 8 (Aug. 1,2012). The analysis also does not
include correspondence (CORR) matters—”an inquiry that does not require
any substantive action on OIP’s part.” OIP Internal Management of Cases
at 7. Lastly, matters where OIP is responding to a request for public records
(UIPA) are not included. Completing RFA, CORR, and UIPA matters does
not reflect resolution of a substantive dispute between a requester and an
agency. Because of these exclusions, however, the statistics presented here
are not comparable to the information on the backlog of “Formal Requests”
in OIP’s annual reports. QIP 2016 Annual Report fig. 4 at [8.
A column was added to OIP’s dataset to calculate the days from when OIP
entered the matter in its system until the date it marked the matter completed
(DTENTRY1, COMPL_DTI ),5

4 While a valuable public service to address
agencies that refuse to comply with regulatory

requirements, OW will not address
substantive legal issues in REA matters, even
if years have passed. F.g., September 30,
2016 Lttcr from 0(1’ cc Burt Lum
tinstrueting requester to appeal a new
request, rather than resolving legal issue in
an RFA matter pending tot two ears).
0(1’ also tracks the dare of the document
initiating the matter (DOC _DTI). which
in st,mt instances mac have bcen weeks
before entry into the Oil’ s stem. On the
assumption that the entry dare better
approxinates when OIl’ received and began
to process the request, this analysis used the

The remaining major matters were arranged according to the responsible
OIP director. Public reports of a director’s departure were used to identify
the relevant tenure. Interim periods between directors were included in
the tenure of the successor director, so stan dates will not coincide with a
director’s initial appointment date. The following dates were used:
Kathleen Callaghan

Inception—May 8, 1 9955

Moya Davenport Gray

May 9, 1995—February 13, 2003

Les Kondo

February 14, 2003—July 2, 2007

DTFNTRYI Held.
6

Paul Tsuklyama

July 3, 2007—November 6, 2009

Cathy Takase

November 7, 2009—April 4, 2011

Cheryl Kakazu Park

April 5, 201 1—Preseni

zo’

Ri

3

ORI

Source: Departnietit of Hunian Resources
Development.
For purposes of the current dirccrofs

tenure, calculations ‘scre run based on the
dare that the daraser was last updated—
january 11.2017.
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The days to decision for the major matters under each
director then were averaged. The analysis focused on
those matters within the control of each director; thus,
the analysis averaged the days to decision for only those
matters that were both entered into the system and com
pleted during a specific director’s tenure. This averaging
process excluded the resolution of backlogged matters
from a prior director’s administration.

iNtRtS

by adding oversight of the Sunshine Law (open
meetings). 1998 Haw. Sess. Laws Act 137 (effective
July 1, 1998). Before that statutory amendment, the
Department of the Attorney General addressed Sunshine
disputes.
For purposes of this report. based on comparable staffing
and responsibilities, the analysis focuses primarily on
the last four CI? administrations, starting with Director
Kondo’s tenure from 2003.

The anaLysis also summarized the number of decisions by
each director. First, the summary calculates the number
of resolved matters initiated during the director’s tenure.
Second, the summary includes the number of backlogged
matters resolved during the director’s tenure. Finally, the
analysis determines the ratio of decisions per year for
each director based on their individual tenure.

Time to decision for major matters has more than
quadrupled. This analysis only considers the major

matters initiated and resolved during a director’s tenure.
Limiting the analysis (and thus excluding backlogged
matters from before the director’s tenure) focuses on
the practices of the specific director)0

Findings

Average Days to Decision by DIrector

• Not all Oil’ administrations are comparable. When it was
first created, 01? had a budgeted staff of 10 full-time

Kondo
89

equivalent (FTE) positions. See, e.g., OIP 2016 Annual
Report fig. 3 at 17. That staff grew to 15 FTE positions
for fiscal years 1993 to 1995 before a series of budget
cuts in fiscal years 1996 to 1998. The lowest level of
staffing occurred in fiscal years 2004 to 2006 with only
7 approved FTE positions. The current staffing, since
fiscal year 2014, is 8.5 FEE positions.

96

Takase
90

Park

464

The average number of major matters resolved per year
is at Its lowest point.
Average DecIsions per Year by DIrector
Kondo
102

Another distinguishing feature between 01? admin
istrations is the scope of its mission. In 1998, the
Legislature significantly expanded 01? responsibilities

Although this ami lysis refers to the completion of a major OIl’ matter
as a “decimm in”, not all mnaor matters are resolved I,> a formal opinion
informal decision, For example, Oil’ compltted five cases in June
2015 when the requester voluntarily withdrew the appeals, rather
than wait for written detisit,ns, and in April 2(116, OIl’ adi,,inistra—
tively closed eight eases for a single requester because of its heavy
workload.” July 6, 2011 l.erter from Glenn Shiromna to Oil’; .‘sl.ircli
23. 2016 Letter from 0(1’ to Dan Purcell. The 011’ dataset tracks Univ
compleimon. not the manner in which a matter is completed.
The issues raised here, howeser, are not unique to the current OlP
administration. Similar concerns were raised about Directt,r Gray in
1996 svhei, the time to decision I using a different methodologyl
almost tripled in a single year. E.g.. lao bud & (icsrdon 1K. Pai’g,
The Gutting if the DIP, Star-Rul Icon (Sept. 3. 2006).

br

Tsukiyama

In

Tsukiyama
59

Takase
71

Park

56

Including backlogged I,Lltters also provides a poor metric because
older matters are less likely to he resolved on the merits; OW may
administratively close aim old matter, rather than resolve the legal issues
involved. Although in 2003 011’ described such administrative closure

ii

as an extren,e measure” to address the Otficc\ backlog, it does not
appear that OIl’ has stopped the practice as originally aitticipated. See
Nov. 12, 200.3 Letter from Leslie [I. Kondo to jay Scliarf.
Despire the stvere rducom,n in staff and the expansion of respt’nsi hilit>
during her tenure. Direct,,r Gray had an a’ erage of SR decisit,ns per
year. Director Callaghan had an average of 85 decisions jwr year.
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This analysis focuses on the pace at which substantive
matters are resolved at OIP, irrespective of whether Oil?
issues a formal opinion, an informal decision, or ad
ministrative closure of the case. Other commenters have
previously noted the severe decline in formal opinions
issued by OIP. E.g., Rick Daysog, Residents Often Kept
in the Dark, Honolulu Advertiser (Mar. 16, 2009). The
decline in formal opinions raises additional concerns
because formal OIP opinions may be cited as precedent
in litigation. HRS § 92F-15(b).
Formal OpInions

Year

Director

22

2003

Kondo

19

2004

Kondo

18

2005

Kondo

7

2006

Kondo

U

2007

Kondo/Tsukiyansa

2

2008

Tsukiyan,a

3

2009

Tsu k iyaniaffa k ase

5

2010

Takase

I

2011

Takase/Park

I

2012

Park

I

2013

Park

4

2014

Park

3

2015

Park

6

2016

Park

\Vithout a steadily growing body of precedent, OIP makes
it more difficult for requesters to rebuff government
agencies that seek to distinguish the legal principles in
older Oil? opinions as applied to new cases.12 Also, by
heavily relying on informal decisions, O1P places requesters
at a disadvantage compared to government agencies.
Government attorneys can build up repositories of infor
mal decisions by representing various agencies before OIP
and thus cherry-pick favorable decisions. But requesters
do not have ready access to the hundreds of informal
decisions because OIP only publishes brief summaries
of those decisions (and only since 2009).
In response to prior criticisms about the lack of formal
opinions, successive Oil? directors have argued that fewer
formal opinions is justified because formal opinions
should only address novel legal situations)3 E.g., Ian
Lind, O1P Director Replies Regarding Lack of Opinions
(June 27, 2012); see also Oil? Internal Management of
Cases at S (formal opinions concern novel issues or issues
requiring complex analysis). Rather than continue that
debate, this analysis looks at a director’s annual average
for all major matters decided (formally or otherwise).

12 Accord Civil Justice Improvements Conimirtee, Conference of Chief

Ii

.lustices, Call to Action: Achieving Civil justice for All at II (2016)
(‘Reductions in the p ropi irtion of civil ci ses resi ,Ivcd through 1i ,rm.il
ad1 udicatioi, threa en to crude a pit hi clv ste ess He kRly of precedents
governing civil cows. Dim in shed common law vill leave future Ii ii—
gants without clear standards for neg. itiatoig civil transactions, settling
cases, or conforming their conduct to clear legal rules.9.
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in its recent Annual Report, OP also revealed another factor that likely
contributes sigm hcanely to the dearth of formal opinions. Wheo a
formal opinion is forth inning. Oil’ ci,nraas the agencY Os encourage
cos,peration. DII’ 2016 Annual Report at 8. After 011’ has delayed a
matter a year or more, agencies frequently have no interest in main
taining secrecy of the particular records at issue in the original request
and no desire tt, have the legal i,sues resolved for future requests.
Thus, matters get resolved svithooe any precedent or public education
t,n the underlying legal issues.
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OIP’s backlog Is trending upward despite a downward trend in new filings.
Backlog/New Filing Trends
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While the number of newly filed major matters is trending down, OIP’s
backlog continues to trend upward. It could be argued that the backlog is
increasing because the public access issues presented to 01? have become
more difficult over time, requiring additional research and consideration.
While plausible, the argument appears to be inconsistent with the fact that
01? is issuing lewer formal opinions. As noted, OIP has explained the
dearth of formal opinions by the lack of novel public access issues raised
in new matters.
Observations and Recommendations

Although these Findings identify current shortcomings at 01?, this report
is not a criticism of the current 01? director. Unknown or unmeasurable
factors—not accounted for in this analysis—may be contributing to this
crisis in pubLic access. And other factors have existed Longer than the present
administration. Blaming the director thus is not constructive. These findings
underscore the acute need to re-evaLuate OIP’s institutional methods, not
its leadership.
In evaluating possible recommendations, the Law Center considered recent
work in civil justice reform. The goal of this report parallels the objective
of civil justice reform to provide “a civil legal process that can fairly and
promptly resolve disputes for everyone—rich or poor, individuals or busi
nesses, in matters large or small.” Civil Justice Improvements Committee,
Conference of Chief Justices, Call to Action: Achieving Civil Justice for All
at 2 (2016) [Call to Action])1 Nationally, civil litigation has suffered a loss
in public confidence comparable to the complaints being voiced about 01?:
“Small, uncomplicated matters that make up the overwhelming majority of
cases can take years to resolve. Fearing the process is futile, many give up
on pursuing justice altogether.”’5 Id.
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The Conference of Chief Justices srrongl
endorsed tl,is committee report at irs 2016
annual lilecting. C onference of Chief Justices,
Rcs,iltiritio 8: In Support of the Call to
Aeon,, and Recommendarit,ns of the Civil
3 usnLe Improvements Cc,mmstsce to Improve
Civil justice in Stare Courts (adopted July
27, 21)16).
As ,, In ci s for corn par son c’s ncerning the
magnitude of delays, the Conference of C.hief
Justices expressed concern because
“Ia pproxirnatcly three-quarters of cases
were disposed in just over ciiie year (372
days), and half were disposed in just under
four months 113 days). Under current
practices, disposition si matters at (NP is
over own years in three-quarters oi cases
(795 d.svs) and approximately IS months in
half of the matters 1451 days).
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In light of the Findings, the Law Center considered areas
where OIP rules, procedures, or practices may be contrib
uting to delays in access. The following observations and
recommendations target potential contributing factors.
Again, the goal is to bring OW closer to its intended
purpose and primary function as an office that provides
the public with timely resolution of disputes regarding
access to government information.
The recommendations seek to achieve that goal by
ensuring that:
• OIP directs proportionate resources to each matter to
achieve a fair outcome;

‘cói

1. OIP staff aftorneys are underpaid. In testimony during
the 2016 legislative session, OIP noted that median
salaries for deputy attorneys general were 24% less than

the median at the Honolulu Department of the Corpo
ration Counsel—and that 01? staff attorneys are paid
less than comparable deputy attorneys general.I6O1Ps
ability to recruit and retain hard-working, competent
lawyers to perform its core functions is directly correlated
to its ability to offer competitive salaries for attorneys
interested in government service. Without a strong and
consistent cadre of attorneys, 01? will always struggle
to accomplish its mission.’7
And this need vill not diminish if 01? successfully begins
to reduce its backlog. To the contrary, the Law Center
would anticipate that reducing the backlog would lead
to a measurable increase in new matters filed with 01?,
adding to OIP’s workload and requiring sustained effort
to keep the backlog down. Many members of the public
and media outlets have given up on OIP because of the
1—2 year delays. 11 01? starts deciding matters within
a reasonable time, more people will use the Office for
disputes.

• Requesters can make informed decisions about
whether to appeal a denial of access;
• Appeal procedures apply uniformly and efficiently to
provide notice and meaningful opportunity for all
parties to be heard;
• Cases are resolved fairly and timely; and
• 01? practices are not perceived as antiquated or
favoring government agencies.

These observations are based on the Law Center’s Recommendation: Budget OIP staff attorneys on the
experiences advising the public and various media out same pay scale as attorneys in the Department of the
lets in matters before OIP, as well as a sampling of older Attorney General.
records that the Law Center obtained from OW through
UIPA requests. These observations do not represent every
interaction with OlP, but none are based solely on one
unique requester or situation.

IS
I’

Oil’ Testirnon v on El. 0. 1700, I-ID I hefti re the Se nate Coni in ittee on
Ways and Means on April 5,2016.
When OIP loses staff atttsrileys to other government agencies or pri’ ate
practice, it has a demonstrable impact delaying resolution of OW
matters. sr example. nine s,f the thirteen ma in in atters char took 01 P
in m,re rhan I 0 years to cisinp ieee were rn ‘is ferred flvo tin more times iii
new staff attorneys before resolution.

I H DIPs history supports this eqwcratmon. From 2003 to 2006, OIl’ cur
its backlog by more than hilt, and h’ January I, 2006, it had no
‘utters pending longer chami seven months. At the same time, the
annual number of new filings requesting Oil’ opinions nearly doubled.
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2. Record request procedures encourage unnecessary
appeals to OIR The Law Center has observed that when
agencies or others make the effort to explain why records
have been withheld, the explanation often resolves
concerns about access. But current procedures for
processing public record requests do not provide the
public with substantive justifications to help them under
stand why records are not public. Instead agencies will
summarily reference vague standards that have unclear
application to the requested records, leaving the requester
frustrated, confused, and believing that the agency has
something to hide.

Agencies would need to be more thoughtful in denying
access, rather than simply citing a vague statute. And
requesters will be more respectful of the agency’s
decision—even if they disagree—when that decision
reflects the careful consideration required by law.
Recommendation: Require that an agency explain with
its notice to the requester why access is denied to specific
information. The explanation should briefly identify
the legal doctrine that justifies withholding and outline
how that legal doctrine applies to the particular infor
mation withheld. To the extent that an agency is relying
on a statute, judicial decision or order, or OIP opinion
for guidance, that information should be expressly
referenced in the notice to requester.

OIP sets the standard for what government agencies must
provide as an initial justification for nondisclosure of
records. HAR §2-71-14(b) (An agency “shall state...(2)
The specific legal authorities under which the request
for access is denied under section 92F-13, HRS, or other
laws.”). OIP’s form Notice to Requester requires a statutory
citation and an “agency justification”. As the justification,
agencies often merely restate the statutory exception
without more (e.g., citing HRS § 92F-13(3),” then
stating “frustration of a legitimate government function”
as the justification). OlP has never addressed whether
this standard agency practice satisfies the regulatory
requirement.°

This recommendation may be accomplished through
OIP guidance and enforcement. For example, agencies
would benefit ii OlP provided examples of model
justifications with the expected level of detail for a Notice
to Requester.22 Also, OlP should revise its Notice to
Requester form to provide agencies more space for the
substantive justification; the small space currently
available encourages agencies to provide little to no
explanation.

The five statutory exceptions, however, cover a range
of possible justifications for nondisclosure. Merely
referencing the “frustration” exception, for example,
could involve legal doctrines related to, among others,
law enforcement records, examination test questions,
government deliberations, or security. Referencing the
exception for confidentiality statutes or court orders
raises the natural question as to what statute or order
is implicated by the request. Under the current agency
practice to simply restate the statutory exemption,
requesters are left in the dark, guessing why records were
withheld. The only way that a requester can find out
the basis for the denial of access is forcing the agency to
justify itself to OIP.2’

S 92F- 13(31 permits agencies to withhold ‘Gt,vernintnt records
that, by their “attire, must be confidential in order for the government
to avoid the frustration of a legitimate government function.”
21) 0ll”s Guide to i-lawaii’s Uniform Informatit,ti I’ractices Act states chat
an ageiicv niust provide “a brief explanation of why the agency cited
that exception,” hut it is not clear whether Oil’ considers a restateolent
of the statutory exemption sufficient.
21 A requester could sue the agency in court, But ss ithotit knowing die
substantive basis fur the agency’s denial, a requester may he incurring
hefty filing fees only to find out that the agency had a good reason for
denting access.
22 For example, a shtrn model usti fication (instead of frusirai,i,n of a
legitimate govern “‘ent function”) might lie:
The information identifies cl,e location of infrastructure that
is not readily observable, that has Iwen the target of thefts, and
that could he used to compromise the operation of energy
facilities critical to the entire State.
Thi, example is based on the discussion in OlP Opinoin 07-95,
i

Requiring agencies to provide more robust justifications
for denials will satisfy many requesters without the need
for OIP intervention. Better justifications also contribute
to the spirit of transparency required by the UI PA.
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3. OIP improperly encourages agencies to disregard the statutory duty to
balance public and privacy interests. When a record request implicates

a significant privacy interest of a person other than the requester, the UIPA
requires agencies to balance that individual’s privacy interest against the public
interest in disclosure of the particular records involved. HRS § 92F-14(aL
In a March 2016 training session for government attorneys, however, OIP
advised agencies to deny all requests that implicate privacy interests (even
if there is a public interest) unless there is an OIP opinion or court decision
that directly addresses the type of record involved. The Law Center has
seen a noticeable increase in aggressive agency denials of access on privacy
grounds.23 Each of these unjustified denials means a delay for years under
the OIP backlog, if the requester even appeals in the first place knowing
the delay involved.
OlP should not be training agencies against complying with statutory duties
under the UIPA. Agencies have a duty to balance privacy and public interests.
A primary motivating impetus for the Legislature in adopting the UIPA in
1988 was to break the overemphasis on privacy that had traditionally held
up disclosure of public records.2 OIP unnecessarily and improperly increases
its workload by telling agencies to ignore the statutory duty to balance the
public interest in disclosure of government records.
Recommendation: Stop advising agencies—through training or other guid
ance—to ignore the statutory duty to balance the public interest in disclosure
of records.
4. GIP’s Attorney of the Day service favors government agencies, creating
more disputes about public records and distracting from OW’s primary function

to resolve disputes.25 OIP admits that “[Attorney of the Day] inquiries have
been taking an increasing amount of the staff attorneys’ time.” OIP 2016
Annual Report at 8. But OIP’s Attorney of the Day service has evolved into
a means for government agencies—and only agencies—to obtain expedited
legal advice regarding public record disputes.16 Tbat is the job of the aitonse’
general or respective corporation counseL

In one recent example, the City’s corporation counsel outlined the City’s
interpretation of the UIPA as applied to a set of records and asked for
confirmation of its redactions from OIP. In a five-page letter, OlP responded
after three business days telling the City to withhold more information than
it had planned to redact in the first insrance.2 March 23, 2016 Letter from
OIP to City & County of Honolulu. OIP did not seek the requester’s position
on the dispute, but relied instead solely on the City’s presentation before
issuing a formal written response. In the end, OIP diverted resources from
addressing its backlog in order to foment more disputes over public access
by encouraging an agency to be more secretive than it originally planned.

or
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c )nsbln ed with the fiet that DIP rarely
Pu hI shes opinions n the first place and the
cost (if litigating issues in court, Dl P’s advice
creates a perpetual cycle of secrecy.
24 E.g.. El. Stand. Comm. Rep. No 342-88,
in 1988 I-louse Journal at 969-7(1 (noting
“a must uniform criticism of the pre-UIPA
law and that etinflicts in the law operated “to
give primacy to perstinal privacy oi Wrests
despite the clear intent iii the puN ic records
law) S.Stand. Comm. Rep. Xii, 2580, in
I 938 Senate Journal at 1094 noting the
na rn,w i ng ol the right of p nt at v from p rio
law in light of the “compel1 ing state interest
in open and accessil,le go’ ernment )
25 OII’\ policy on Internal Management of
Cases provides: “To expeditiously resolve
mtmc inquiries and einiplaints from agencies
or the general public, Oil’ attorneys may
protide infiinnal and general advice
concerning the UII’A or Sunshine Law
through the Attorney of the Day (ADD)
prixess. ADD ad’ ice will generally he
provided within the same da that the
inquiry or ctiinplainr “-as made” Oil’
Internal Xlanageinent of Cases at 7.
26 Acciirdiiig to OIl’ 70% of the 964 informal
requests it received in 2016 were from
gi>vernnsent agencies. DIP 2016 Annual
Report at 7-8.
2’ In prior administrations, DII’ explained that
agencies shoold not expect detailed respunses
tt, a preliminary ct,nsoltarit,ii. E.g., OIP Op.
No. 10-01 at 3 n.2 (explaining that agencies
may seek- ‘general guidance’ from OIl’
before responding to a records req nest, hut
it does not extend the time for the agency’s
rcspiinsel.
-
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Recommendation: Limit the Attorney of the Day service to a resource for
general reference to principles and DIP opinions relevant to stated circum
stances (similar to a librarian providing research assistance); OIP should
not be providing fact-specific advice to agencies based on a one-sided
presentation of the issues.
Further, OIP should consider suspending the Attorney of the Day service
until it has significantly reduced its backlog. The backlog reflects real
disputes about public access that are sitting for years without resolution
and that often viIl be decided publicly in a way that educates agencies and
the public equally about how the UIPA will be applied. Resolution of the
Attorney of the Day inquiries helps only the requesting agency deal with
pending requests that may never be disputed. Given the choice between
informal and unenforceable guidance about a request within a few days
(but no final decision for years) and a final enforceable decision within a
few months, the latter option is the better solution.
5. O1P appeal procedures favor government agencies, frustrating State policy
and making OIP’s job more difficult. Although DIP describes itself as a neutral
third party between the requester and agency, its procedures are structured
to give preference to agencies. For example, when an agency requests an
opinion, DIP does not notify or seek input from the record requester, leaving
OIP with only a one-sided presentation of information. And when a requester
initiates an appeal, the requester does not receive a meaningful opportunity
to respond to the agency’s responses because DIP will not provide a copy
of the agency’s responses unless the requester makes a UIPA request to
DIP. DIP also will hold substantive cx parte conversations and rely on
those conversations to uphold denial of access;’ moreover, OIP staff do not
always take notes of those ex pane conversations, creating gaps in the record
that make it difficult to understand the basis for DIP’s decisions. When DIP
issues a decision, requesters often are surprised to learn that the agency had
numerous previously undisclosed submissions to or conversations with DIP.
More adversarial proceedings also will tend to highlight and clarify the issues
in dispute, simplifying the decision-making process.’9 The requester provides
an essential voice for the public in the process—an advocate for access that
otherwise does not exist. OlP considers itself neutral, and agencies have
no obligation to highlight adverse facts, standards, or case law. As federal
courts have observed in the context of Freedom of information Act cases,
[ut is simply unreasonable to expect a trial judge to do as thorough a job of
illumination and characterization as would a party interested in the case.”3
The public cannot expect DIP to be any better than judges at deciding issues
of public access without at least hearing the requester’s position.31
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31

in the comparable ci,ntext of Erection, of
liittirmatii,n Act cases, ct,urts permit agencies
to niake uric-sided presentations of evidence
in extremely Immired circmnstances and only
after the agency has provided as much detail
as possible p ohl icly to j List fy its cia med
exemptions. E.g., Lion Raisins Inc. V. U.S.
Dept of Agrie., 354 F.3d 1072, 1084 (9th
Cir. 2004).
“lEimpirical research shows that fact-plead
ing standards and rnbust mandainry diseli,
Lures induce litigants to identify key Issues
in dispute more promptly and help inform
litigants about the merits of their respective
claims and defenses.” Call to Action at 13.
Wiener v. [LII. 943 E2d 972, 977 (9ch Cr.
1991).
A flording requesters a fair tippottunity tt, l,e
heard in Oil’ appeals also would contribute
to greater acceptance and satisfaction with
the appeals process, regardless the particular

outcome.
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Lastly, OIP gives agencies a chance to cooperate when an adverse formal
opinion may be forthcoming. OIP 2016 Annual Report at 8 (“[Wjhere a
formal opinion may be forthcoming, OIP often obtains the agencies’ coopera
tion and may sometimes resolve a case without a formal opinion because the
agencies do not want to risk having an adverse decision rendered by OIP...”).
Such last-minute cx parte efforts to solicit cooperation give agencies the
opportunity to delay disclosure for years while OIP works on an opinion,
but still avoid any permanent resolution to the issues raised in an appeal.
Recommendation: OIP proceedings should provide timely notice and
opportunity for all interested parties to participate fully. OIP proceedings are
not contested case hearings. HRS § 92F-42(1). But some of the protections
offered in a quasi-judicial proceeding are basic principles of fairness. Both
sides should know what information has been presented and be given an
opportunity to respond, including on efforts to resolve matters informally.32
Because the resolution of OW appeals defines public access in Hawai’i,
everyone is better served when interested parties are kept informed and can
provide differing perspectives on a matter.33
6. OlP’s lack of procedural rigor invites extended delays. OW

starts an appeal

when a requester complains about denial of access by sending notice of the
appeal to the agency. HAR § 2-73-13. By rule, MAR § 2-73-14, the agency
has 10 business days to respond, but in practice, agencies often miss that
deadline without any excuse or penaIty. OW also has no defined procedure
for accepting submissions after the initial agency response. E.g., HAR §
2-73-15 (describing various procedures for obtaining additional input, but
providing no deadlines or other standards). And it is not uncommon for
agencies to submit supplemental filings—with no notice to the requester—a
year or more after the issues were initially briefed.
As already noted, the lack of procedural rigor makes it difficult for requesters
to understand and follow OIP proceedings. But delays in the agency’s initial
response are particularly egregious because the agency has the burden to
prove that denying public access is justified. HRS § 92F-15(c). The appeal
process thus does not meaningfully start until the agency provides its
justification in the initial response. The process cannot move forward if OIP
is waiting for the agency justification and will not penalize the agency for
untimely filings.
Recommendation: Enforce the existing procedural deadlines and promulgate
rules that more strictly control the submission of statements. Because most
situations will follow a normal path, OTP should have deadlines for the initial
agency response, the requester’s rebuttal, and the agency’s reply. Any further
submissions should be only with OIP’s permission and for good cause if the
submission (and any response by a set deadline) will not unduly delay a de
cision. While OW may be less rigorous now because its backlog is measured
in years, the goal should be months—which is achievable only with a stricter
protocol for obtaining the positions of both sides.33
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OIl’ has, and should continue to have, the
authority to review the record, in dispute in
camera i.e., without disch ‘sing the records
to the record requester). lIAR 2-73—l3(cl.
Hot it would he exceptionally rare that an
agency would require confidentiality (or why
it denied access to public records. It is
antithetical to open government that an
agency would keep secret l,oth the records at
issue od its pu sriflcati on for the secrecy
of those records.
31 Moreover, without informed ad ikacy
from the inieresred requester; decisions
will naturally favor the agcocy\ position
because the agency is nsaking a one-sided
presentation of information. To the contrary,
the UII’A provide s that it is the policy of
this Sr.ire that the formation and conduct
of public piilicv—tl,e discussions, delibera
ti,,,, s, decisions, and act ions of gisve rn in ent
agencies—shall he conducted as openly as
possible” and that “Ia Ill govcrnmenr records
are open Li, public inspection unless access is
restricted or closed by law.’ I-IRS SS 92F-2
& — II a I. While Oil’ enforces that State
policy, the appeals process must recognize
the redloester’s role as the advocate for public
disclosure.
N

Ciinmentng on the need for lodicial
enforcement of prrcedtir,,l deadlines and
rules, the Call to Action report remarked
Ii., t whe never it is customary to got re
esoopliance with rules designed to secure the
just. speed, and inexpensive determination
i
eve rv act tsr, a ,,d p rrceed i ng,’ cost and
delay in civil litigation sci II continue.” Call to
Act,,’’ at I 7 ( footnote om ii ted).

3

The Conference of Chief justices
recommended that monitoring crmpliance
with procedural deadlines l,e handled by
adosinistrarive staff, so that judicial staff can
fi ic Os on the substantive disputes. Call to
Actisot at 12. Similarly, if Oil’ promulgates
and strictly enforces stibinississo deadlines, it
should nor require time from staff attorneys.
B Lit 5CC OIl’ In terna I .\ Ia nagenscn of Cases
at II I requiring stall attorneys ci, obtain
agency responses to a ppea Is).
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7. OIP’s strong adherence to a first In, first out policy

delays matters of significant public Importance, making
It a powerful stall tactic for agencies seeking to with
hold records. In 2003, OIP closed a matter from 1991—
involving access to investigation files of the DCCA
Regulated Industries Complaints Office (RICO)—without
issuing a decision because a judgment in related litigation
was entered in 1 994; although access to RICO files was a
recurring inquiry, OIP did not finally address the question
until a 2009 formal opinion, eighteen years after that first
inquiry. In 2012, OIP closed a matter from 2006—involv
ing a request by Professor Randy Roth, co-author of the
1997 “Broken Trust” statement and a related 2006 book,
for files of the Attorney General’s 1997—2000 investiga
tion of the Kamehameha Schools Bishop Estate—because
the Attorney General deemed the request abandoned.36
In 2015, a requester appealed an issue that had been
addressed in a prior informal OlP opinion, and the agency
offered little justification (making arguments that OIP
had already rejected in the informal opinion); that request
remains pending 18 months later.
These matters illustrate a spectrum oldetrimental impacts
on the public that arise from a virtually inflexible deference
to first in, first out policy. Cases are backlogged for so
long that the underlying disputes become moot, but the
larger recurring issues of significant public importance
do not)’ Deadlines, such as the publication of Professor
Roth’s book, expire without resolution. Or simple matters
that could be resolved with minimal effort are left to
sit for years.

This matter further reflects the problem when Oil’ communicates
solely with the agency on agency-initiated inquiries. While the Atti ir
nec Gcner,,l may have considered the request abandoned, there is no
record that flip asked Pnifcssur Roth whether iw wanted the issue
resolved.
3 it is lurtl,er troubling that 1)11’ would decline to address recurring
issues that become moot. Definitis c guidance in the I 990s on the issue
of RICO investigative files would have avoided decadcs of uncertainty
and multiple appeals .‘sls,re than 10 substantive Oil’ matters before
the 2009 formal cipinion cco,cerned some aspect of access to
RICO iisvestigasivc files; no appeals since 2009 ;sppc;sr to foci’s on
such access.

36
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OIP’s internal policy on management of cases sets a
general policy “to complete older cases before newer
cases.” It contemplates that newer cases may be taken
out of order according to the Director’s discretion if there
is an impending deadline or significant impact to the
case. OIP Internal Management of Cases at 11. Nothing
in OIP’s public rules for appeals, however, explains that
cases may be considered for expedited review, the stan
dards for such review, or the information that the public
must submit to justify such review. And despite OIP’s
internal policy, through its involvement in numerous
appeals concerning matters of significant impact or with
impending deadlines, the Law Center is not aware of
any appeals where OW has provided expedited review.
Recommendation: Apply a published priority system to
triage fully briefed matters and provide requesters and
agencies an opportunity during briefing to justify higher
priority.3’ OW cannot expect to know all the reasons
that a matter may deserve expedited revies If everyone
knows the standards, the parties can explain why a case
should be expedited. After briefing of the issues, OW
then would assess whether the case should be prioritized.
Simple matters that would be resolved squarely by
reference to existing opinions with little further analysis
should be high priority. Cases with a critical deadline
or involving recurring or significant matters of public
interest should be expedited over normal matters.39

35
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Call to Action at 12 (cases slsi,uld be ‘right-sized’ and triaged into
appropriate pathways at hIing) & Recommendations 26 at 18-27
(describing proposed triage process(.
E.g., 11.5. Dep’t of Justice, Ensuring Timely Determination Un Requests
fir pedited Prciccssing (j.in. 21. 2015)
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8. OIP should seek to resolve matters within less than a year. OIP has a goal to

resolve matters within a year of filing. OIP 2016 Annual Report at 13. In
comparison, in 2011, the Conference of Chief Justices approved model
standards that aimed for 75% of general civil trial matters (and 98% of
summary civil proceedings) to be resolved in 6 months; the model standards
sought for 98% of all civil matters—which are uniformly more complex than
OIP matters because of discovery, fact disputes, and possible trials—to be
resolved within 18 months.4° Hawai’i state courts also have case processing
goals to resolve circuit court cases within a year and less complex district
court cases within 6 months.4t
For further comparison, the Federal Judiciary maintains a more complex
docket of cases, and each judge has fewer resources than OIP’s 4.5 fuLl-rime
equivalent attorneys. The Administrative Office of the United States Courts
periodically publishes the number of motions that each judge has pending for
more than six months. In the March 2016 report, only one judge in Hawai’i
had motions pending more than six months and that was because the court
gave the parties an opportunity to submit supplemental briefs. March 2016
Civil Justice Reform Act Report, Table 8W at 1670-79.
Recommendation: Aim to resolve any major substantive matter within
six months after full briefing. Resolving fully briefed matters within six
months is an achievable goal. For example, on January 1, 2006, OIP had
no backlog of matters pending more than 7 months—allowing a month for
briefing (the same methodology used by the federal courts). As of January
1,2017, OIP has 63 matters pending more than 7 months. One year is the
same goal that the Hawai% Judiciary has for complete resolution of an entire
case (including discovery and trial) in circuit court, so we should not expect
OW matters to take that long.
9. OlP Informal decisIons are unnecessarily long. OIP informal decisions

typically are more than S pages long, reciting at length the facts and repeating
well-settled legal standards before providing approximately a paragraph or
nvo of analysis uniquely relevant to the matter. The apparent effort, and
consequent delays, to prepare these lengthy informal decisions is indistin
guishable from that required for the formal opinions. There is no public
benefit to issuing informal decisions, if it does not significantly shorten the
time to decision.
40

For example, the Open Records Division of the Texas Attorney General
issues 1—2 page informal memoranda that typically identify the issue, the
most directly relevant precedent, and the resolution. Although brief, these
decisions provide timely and reasoned resolution to disputes. Parties are not
sidetracked for years waiting for a decision.
Recommendation: Focus informal decisions on resolution with the bare
minimum analysis. During the triage process discussed above, OlP should
identify those cases that will he decided by informal opinion. By earlier
identification, staff attorneys can draft shorter and more direct decisions
that minimize delays for the parties.
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National Center for State (:c,urts. Model
Time Standards for Scare Trial Courts at 3;
Call to Acijiso at 2 I (recoin mending 6—8
months to resolve “streamlined” cases,
comparable to nearly all Oil’ matters—
“Limited need for d iscoverv”; “Few
w messes”; “Ni’ nuns1 documentan
evidence”, and “Anntmpated trial length of
One to tWo days
National Center for St.ItL Courts, Flawam’,
(last visited Dec. 2016); january 13. 2017
E—mail from the H,m’., .‘ 5llL j u tic a i> to
R. Rn a is Black (eon6 rm i ng that the ilawa ii
cases pr(xts sing standards on the Nan oil a I
Center for State Coutirts websmte art ateurate3.

